
the best

Opposing Force
Threat Tactics
Course

The Threat Tactics Course MTT is Foundry-approved.

The OPFOR is tailored to replicate 
realistic, robust, and relevant hybrid 
threats in operational environments 
(OEs) as presented in Army Regulation 
350-2 (2015), the US Army Training 
Circular (TC) 7-100 series, and the 
Decisive Action Training Environment. 

Hands down 
the best
intelligence 
class I’ve taken.

For more information, please email us at:
usarmy.leavenworth.tradoc.mbx.tradoc-g-22-ace-ti@mail.mil

Find out more

Previous Attendees

...and many more!

I now have a
much better
understanding 
of what I’ve 
been doing for 
years.

Delivered in 2-Phases

Instructor-Facilitated 
Instruction

Computer-Based 
Instruction
Open to ALL!

Search for
“OPFOR”

♦ Fundamentals
♦ OPFOR mindset
♦ Selected Tactics
♦ Approx. 8 hours

♦ 4-days
♦ “Mobile Training 

Team OR Remotely 
via MS Teams*”

♦ OPFOR preferences
♦ Drills & Exercises

*Reduced class size

Foundry-funded MTT

DISTRIBUTION A:  
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
TRADOC Deputy Chief of Sta�, G-2: 1-757-501-6236
Email: usarmy.jble.tradoc.list.hq-tradoc-g-2-ops@mail.milv.10062021



Understand the underlying functions of tactical actions!

The Opposing Force (OPFOR) Threat 
Tactics Course (TTC) provides information, 
guidance, and coaching on OPFOR 
structures, tactics, and mindset to meet 
your training objectives.

This course is presented by the proponents 
of the composite training OPFOR and the 
Army’s DATE World Training environment, 

Topics Covered
♦ Functional Tactics & Analysis
♦ Threat Mindset, “Non-Blue” Thinking
♦ Doctrinal Foundations, Products, Tools
♦ Threat activities impacting Strategic 

pre-Conflict OE

Assault ♦ Ambush ♦ Raid  
Recon Attack ♦ Integrated Attack 

Dispersed Attack ♦ Defense of Simple & 
Complex Battle Positions  

Area Defense ♦ Maneuver Defense
Practical processes that will help your team develop viable Courses of Action that reflect OPFOR doctrine, while minimizing bias 
and tactical mirroring and support IPB. OPFOR Personnel G2/S2 Analysis Intel Community Joint/Int’l PartnersExcersise/

Scenario Devs

the TRADOC G-2 Operational 
Environment Integration Directorate.

The focus is helping your personnel
understand and apply a realistic OPFOR 
threat, based on best practices 
representing conventional forces, 

irregular elements, and criminal 
organizations, with a range of
capabilities - analogous to actual 
worldwide adversaries

Enhanced understanding of Hybrid Treat doctrinal 
stuctures, tactics, mindset = more accurate portrayal

Improved ECOA development techniques = 
prevent preconception, bias, and tactical mirroring

Familiarity with tools to improve scenarios and exercises 
= more variety, challenge, and options for 
Commanders
Understanding of how training threats relate to real-world 
adersaries and conditions = enhnace linkages 
w/training community
Understanding the OPFOR and DATE OEs and 
implementation mentoring = improved interoperability


